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ENGLISH

MATHS
Place value and
representing numbers
Focus on reading,
writing, comparing,
ordering numbers to 20
and beyond; adding /
subtracting 1 or 10.
Addition and subtraction
Focus on using number facts;
representing addition and subtraction
with concrete objects.
Position and direction; length
Focus on establishing position and
direction, then comparing and
measuring lengths with uniform units.
Addition and subtraction; money
Focus on counting on or back 1 / 2 / 3
and recognising coins, then finding
totals

SCIENCE
The ‘Seasonal
Changes’ (Autumn and
Winter) unit will teach
Year 1 about the four
seasons, with a particular focus on
autumn and winter. Children will
learn what the word weather means
and find out how different types of
weather can be measured. The
children will use a class weather
station to observe, measure and
record the weather across the
seasons. They will also observe
changes across the seasons by
exploring the signs of autumn and
winter through nature and wildlife.
Children will also work scientifically
by collecting, recording and
interpreting simple data.

Non-Fiction
The children will read the ebook ‘Who
Lives Here? linking the text to their own
experience. They will use maps to recall
the sequence and ask questions about
events in the ebook. They learn about
different uses for capital letters and use
these in their writing. The writing task
involves composing factual sentence
about animals and writing a nature diary
using a model.
Poetry
The children are introduced to the idea of
the unit: that they will
present poems to an
audience and become
poetry stars. As a class,
they will read and recite a variety of
poems, practising reading them in
different ways (adding actions,
expression, etc.) to develop their skills.
They will practice ways to learn poems off
by heart. They will practise joining words
to make sentences and using the
punctuation to help read for meaning.
After some teacher modelling, they will
write letters to invite people to their
poetry star performance, rehearsing
sentences orally before writing them.

HUMANITIES
This term in Humanities the
children will investigate the
lives and journeys of four
explorers from various eras. The
children will learn about the lives of
significant individuals in the past
that have contributed to nationals
and international achievements.

PSHE

ART
Animal sculptures using clay
P.E

PE
Bench ball

QURAN

This unit is called ‘Be Yourself’
It is inspired by the idea that
having confidence to ‘be
yourself’ can have a positive impact on
mental health and emotional wellbeing.

COMPUTING
Learning the basic features of
Microsoft Word

Memorisation: Surah al-Fil, al-Humazah
Revision: previous surahs
including Al-Qariah, AtTakathur, Al-Humazah and
others
Reading: Read two-letter words with
Fatha. Write letters in various forms
(beginning, middle and end – one and
two-letter form).

ISLAMIC STUDIES
Our Shahadah, Allah gives
us money, our duties to
Allah.
Asalamualaikum/greeting
others, kind words and actions,

